SUBJECT: Clarification Regarding GSA/IACSE Black Label Phase Out Plan

REF: ISOO NOTICE 2021-01

The General Services Administration, Interagency Committee on Security Equipment (GSA/IACSE) and the General Services Administration, in an effort to continue the implementation of the Black Label phase-out plan without confusion, would like to provide the following clarification regarding “black label” containers that have a manufacture date outside of those set forth in the phase-out plan found in ISOO NOTICE 2021-01.

The GSA/IACSE is aware that there are containers with Black GSA Approval Labels (“black labels”) that were manufactured after the dates listed in the phase-out plan designated in ISOO Notice 2021-01. While some of these containers have features that meet certain requirements of later Federal Specifications, they do not necessarily meet all requirements that would allow them to be recertified with a Red GSA Approval Label. To simplify the matter the GSA/IACSE state the following:

GSA/IACSE classifies all GSA Approved Security Containers with a Black GSA Approval Label as a “black label” container, regardless of the date of manufacture, and rescinds approval in accordance with the phase-out plan listed in ISOO NOTICE 2021-01.

If you have any questions, please contact Chris Pollock at Christopher.pollock@gsa.gov

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER POLLOCK
CHAIRMAN
Interagency Committee for Security Equipment (IACSE)
General Services Administration
1800 F Street, NW
Washington, DC 20405

ROY JUSINO
CHAIRMAN
Security Equipment and Locking Systems (SEALS) Sub-committee
NAVFAC EXWC
1100 23RD Avenue
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-4370